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Abstract: During high Tang Dynasty period, the Silk Road has been able to
access central Asia, the Middle East and Europe, and the Maritime Silk Road
also started to come into being. The emperors of Tang Dynasty were open and
practical, and actively absorbed other regions’ cooperation and development experience, which enhanced the integration of western culture and central plains
culture. Lots of historical records, such as The New Book of Tang’s History, Records on the Western Regions of the Great Tang Empire, wall painting of dance
accompanied with music in Dunhuang City, pottery figurine of dancer in Tang
Dynasty, dancer relieves in bas-reliefs on precipices, etc., show that the Chinese
folk dance in High Tang Dynasty period is inclusive and has a complete system.
Besides that, the dancing and music in this period not only has strong music
characteristics in the western region, but also keeps its own traditional style.
Chinese folk dance in High Tang Dynasty has following characters: A wide variety, diversity, exquisite choreography technology and perfect music and dance
system; the emperors in Tang Dynasty paid attention on music- accompanied
dance more than the rulers in other dynasties.
Key words: Chinese Folk Dance, the Silk Road, High Tang Dynasty.

In historiography, High Tang Dynasty is from Anno Domini 650 to A.D.
820. It’s the period that Tang Dynasty’s politics, economy and cultures are integrated with west countries. Because of the expedite Silk Road and frequent
communication with the world, dance of western region came to China, and
impacted on the traditional Chinese dance greatly. In Sui and Tang Dynasty, a
lot of musicians from western region who contributed to Chinese ancient folk
dance development were living in Chang’an through the Silk Road.

1. The Silk Road in High Tang Dynasty
Based on eastern and western parts of Silk Road which were discovered
in Han Dynasty, the Tang rulers cleared out the block road which was stopped
by war in the Southern and Northern Dynasty and opened a new road in the
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Figure 1. The Land Silk Road in Tang Dynasty

north of Tianshan Mountain. The Land Silk Road during High Tang Dynasty
starts from Chang’an (present-day, Xi’an)，through the Hexi Corridor to Xijiang province, and over the south and north to the Central Asia. One way is to
the Middle East, the other way is to Europe. Besides those, there is way to India
after over the Tianshan Mountain.
“Guǎngzhōu tōnghǎi yídào ”, the earliest name of Maritime Silk Road, is a
sea lane that was from Guangzhou to Southeast Asia, countries in the northern
Indian Ocean, the Red Sea Coast and the countries in northeastern Africa and
the Persian Gulf.

Figure 2. The Map of “Guangzhou Tonghai Yidao”
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2. Prosperous of Chinese Folk Dance
Searching the literature in High Tang Dynasty, there were large quantities
of remarkable writers and artists appeared, such as Li Bai and Du Fu. In their
works, people can see how flourish and inclusive that the dance development
in Tang Dynasty is. The well-integrated poems, music and dance show Tang’s
dance technology is quite distinctive.
2.1. A Wide Variety of Chinese Folk Dances
2.1.1. “Ruan Dancing” and “Jian Dancing”
According to dance movement，the dances during the High Tang Dynasty can be classified into two kinds. One is Ruan Dancing, the other is Jian
Dancing. Both of these, had difficult dance moves, are small-scale stage dances.
They can be performed by solo dance or pas de deux.
The movements of Ruan Dancing is soft graceful. The rhythm is slow.
“Lv Yao” and “Chunying Zhuan” are the magnum opus. “Lvyao”, one of a solo
dances, is a traditional Chinese dance in Tang Dynasty. The rhythm is from
slow to fast, and the lithe and graceful dance which are characters of the dances
in central China. One poem described Lvyao like this: lightness postures like a
frightened swan goose starts to flit, the body is delicate and flexible as a frolic
dragon in the sky. According to “The Imperial Music Office Records”, one day,
Emperor Gaozong heard a warbler singing in the morning, and then he asked
Bai Mingda who is a composer to write a new song named “Chun Ying Zhuan”.

Figure 3. “Lvyao”, one of Ruan Dancing in Tang Dyansty
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This song is easy on the ears and shows Qiuci(present-day, Kuqa in Xiangjiang
Province) style, since Bai came from Qiuci.
Movement Aesthetics in Jian Dancing is strong and powerful because of
the dynamic melody. “Huxuan”, “Huteng” and “Jianqi” are the representative
works. “Huxuan”, as one of the most popular dances in Tang Dynasty, came
from Kangguo (present-day, Uzbekistan) and transited by Silk Road to Central
China. Turning circles airily is the main skill in Huxuan. Censhen, a famous
poet in Tang Dynasty, depict this dance like this: the swinging skirt and sleeve
look like blowing snow, the rapid spinning looks like whirlwind. Wu Xiuyan
(sainted relative of Empress Wu Zetian), Yang Yuhuan(the most favored concubine of Emperor Xuanzong) and An Lushan(a military governor in Tang Dynasty) are excellent Huxuan dancers. “Huteng” originated on Shiguo (present day,
Uzbekistan ), which is a male solo dance or pas de deux. Action is dominated by
leaping forwards, fast-paced and changeful steps. That’s why it’s called drunken
dance. “Jian Dancing”, as its name, means dancing with a sword. It’s an excellent high technique dance. The
well-known Jian Dancing artists
on that time are Gongsun Daniang, Li Shierniang and so on.
Particularly worth mentioning
is General Pei Min. He was the
best sword-dancer in Tang Dynasty. Li Bai’s poems, Pei Min’s
sword-dancing, and Zhang Xu’s
Cursive script are collectively referred to as “three specialties” in
Tang Dynasty. Du Fu said, as the
sword-dancing start dance people around are all moved.
“Zhezhi Dancing”, originated on Shiguo too (present day, Uzbekistan), existed
in “Ruan Dancing” and “Jian
Dancing”. It has three forms,
such as solo dance, pas de deux
and group dance. A poem:” a
girl can dance Zhezhi Dancing
even she waist is very small.”
Thus it can be seen that action Figure 4. A dancing picture from Mogao Caves (part)
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of Zhezhi dancing is dominated by floating sleeves
and the waist movements. Compare with action
of “Huxuan” and “Huteng”, “Zhezhi Dancing”’ is
more graceful. This dancing was usually used in
banquet activities in Tang Dynasty. Na Hu (living
in Emperor Xuanzong period) and Xian Lianshi
(living in Emperor Dezong period) were the professional artists of “Zhezhi Dancing”.

Figure 5. А Gold-Plated
Figurine of Huteng Dancer

In addition, there are
some dancing named by geographical name. For instance,
“Liang zhou”, “Dawei zhou”,
“Gansu”, “Aliao”, etc.

Figure 6. Zhezhi Dancing in Tang Dynasty

2.1.2. Court Banquets
Music and Dancing
“YanMusic”, stems from
Zhou Dynasty, is used in royal banquets. It has two functions：entertainment
and
ceremony. The court banquet
music in Tang Dynasty put
different music styles together
which reflects the emperors’
open and inclusive minds. On
the basis of “Nine Ensembles”
(Sui Dynasty), the emperors
of Tang Dynasty created “Ten
Ensembles”, which includes
“Yan Music”, “Qing Music”,
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Figure 7. The Picture of YanMusic in Tang Dynasty

“Xiliang Music”, “Tianzhu Music”, “Gaoli Music”, “Qiuci Music”, “Anguo Music”, “ShuleMusic”, “Kangguo Music” and “Gaochang Music”. “Yan Music” and
“Qing Music” were Chinese traditional dancing music, the other music came
from western countries by silk road. Yan Music was a large-scale performance
because it had varied programs. Each ensemble, which integrated dancing,
music, singing, and instrumental performance, was a variety show. Take the
“Yan Music” as an illustration, it includes “Pozhen Music”, “Qingshan Music”,
“Chengtian Music” and “Jintian Music”.
The “Raiment of Rainbow and Feathers Dance”, a dance about the story of
Taoism immortals, is applied for sacrificing Lao Tzu. 36 sections of this music is
divided into three parts, Sanxu(six sections), Zhongxu(eighteen sections) and
Qupo(twelve section). It was composed by Emperor Xuanzong and was a comprehensive collection for Tang’s music and dancing. It is still a shining pearl in
Chinese music and dancing history. Besides of these, there were other famous
dancing in High Tang Dynasty, like “Jinghong Dancing” and “Lingbo Dancing”.
2.1.3. Religionary Sacrifice Music and Dancing
Temples in Tang Dynasty had their own theaters. The religion activities
were usually combined with singing and dancing activities. Dunhuang Manuscripts recorded the dancing performance in Buddhism activities. Unlike the
religion parade during the Southern and Northern Dynaties, Tang’s religion
dancing acted on stage. It is a huge step forward on religion dancing history.
Dancing was very popular in folk sacrifice or sorcery activities. For example, dancing of praying for rain and welcome and sent gods dancing. This kind
activities could be find in some poems of Tang Dynasty. There was a sacrificial
ceremony named “Danuo” in Tang’s court. It was held in New Year’s Eve. People
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Figure 8. A Performance about Danuo of Tang Dynasty

acted gods and beasts with shield or dagger-axe, shouted loudly, growled and
sang incantation. Unlike “Danuo” in Zhou and Han Dynasties, the atmosphere
was cheerful in Tang Dynasty.
2.1.4. The Song and Dance Drama Emerging
The song and dance drama from Tang Dynasty is the embryo of dramatic
art. The representative works are “Ta Yaoniang”, “Botou” and “Damian”. “Ta
Yaoniang” is a adaptation from real story. It tells a story that an ugly and sottish
husband assaulted his wife. “Botou” represents a story of people struggled with
beasts. “Damian” tells the story that Prince of Lanling of the Northern Qi Dynasty wore a mask in his war since he was excellent handsome.
2.2. Exquisite Choreography Technology
Siting and Standing Part Jiyue performers were divided by the performance level of music-accompanied dance. The artistic level of the Sitting Part
Jiyue performers was the highest; the Standing Part took the second place. The
Sitting Part Jiyue’s performance was small-scale indoor performance. The performers played music by sitting. The representative works are “Jingyun Music”, “Qingshan Music”, “Pozhen Music”, “Chengtian Music”, “Changshou Mu-
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sic”, “Tianshou Music”,“Birds Sing Long-life Music” and ”Longchi Music”. The
Standing Part Jiyue’s performance was large-scale ourdoor performance. There
were over one-hundred performers standing and playing the music. “An Music”,
“Taiping Music”, “Pozhen Music”, “Qingshan Yue”, “Dading Music”, “Shangyuan Music”, “Shengshou Music” and “Guangsheng Music” are the magnum opus.
Besides the political function, the performance acted by Siting and Standing
Part Jiyue performers also had entertainment function.
The pictures of “Prince Qin Breaks out the Enemy’s Encirclement”, which
was counted as the earliest dance notaion, was painted by Emperor Taizong of
Tang Dynasty. “Pozhen Music”, the most famous dancing in Siting and Standing Part Jiyue performances, was choreographed by this picture. This dance
developed traditional Martial Art Dance. In the Qiuci style’s music, the dancers
with amours showed the army’s life by battle lines’ changing.
“Shengshou Music” was a dance for eulogizing Emperor Gaonzhong
and Emperess Wu Zetian， which was acted by composing characters. Sixteen
characters,“圣超千古，道泰百王、皇帝万岁，宝祚弥昌”, were composed
by over one-hundred dancers changing their clothes and formation. This dance
fully reflects that choreography in Tang Dynasty is excellent.
“Taiping Music” extoled the peaceful world by using folk lion dance. Until Tang Dynasy, lion dance has presented high artistic level and view value.
Five Dances were dancing with different colors’ fake lion skins. There were other peoples around teased these lions and over one hundred singers sang together. Hence, people named“Taiping Music”as“Lion Dancing in Five Directions”.
2.3. Perfect Music and Dance System
Music-accompanied dance means the integration of dancing, music and
poem. Music –accompanied dance in Tang Dynasty is the typical example.
Based on “Xianghe Song” and “Xianghe Music” of Han Dynasty, it absorbed
the elements of western dancing to create its own large dancing divertimento.
The divertimento is divided into three parts; there were “Sanxu”, “Zhongxu”
and “Po”. “Sanxu” is instrumental playing part. “Zhongxu” is singing part. “Po”
is dancing part. Each part was choreographed, like singing with dancing, solo
dance combined with group dance, solo matched with ensemble. The rhythm is
from slow to fast, from lyric to warm wild.
Raiment of Rainbows and Feathers Dance, a famed music-accompanied
dance of Tang Dynasty, was composed by Emperor Xuanzong and danced by
Yang Yuhuan. “The Poetry of Raiment of Rainbows and Feathers Dance” which
wrote by Bai Juyi（a poet in Tang Dynasty）described this dance: The lithe
and graceful dance like a fairies are dancing. It likes the gentle breeze or soft
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snow in the sky when they are flying. When they are dancing fast, they like
frightened dragons. When they are flowing their loose sleeves, they like weak
willows sway in the wind. When they are flickering the bottom of their dresses,
they like the floating cloud in the sky.”
2.4. The Rulers Attach Important to Dance and Music Department
and Make International Exchanges Frequently
In Tang Dynasty, the organization of Music and Dance is very huge. “Taiyue Shu” charged affairs of court banquests, for example,” Ten Ensembles”. “Guchui Shu” charged the ceremony and sacrifice of “Danuo”. “Jiaofang” charged
providing various dances. Emperor Xuanzong set an institute named “Li Yuan”
for teaching and performing the highest music and dance. In High Tang Dynasty, whatever they were from royal or from the rank and file, they all love
dancing very much. Therefore, a lot of excellent dancers sprung up.
The emperors in Tang Dynasty paid attention on outputting the culture
of music- accompanied dance by Silk Road. As the prosperity and opening of
society, this culture was spread to other countries. Meanwhile, the countries’
communication on music and dancing were the most frequently in ancient
Chinese history. “Nanzhao fengsheng Music” and “Biaoguo Music” were the
real reflection.
During the Emperor Dezhong period, the kingdom of Nanzhao (present-day, Yunnan Province) gave the Nanzhao folk dancing as a gift to Tang’

Figure 9. Huaqing Hall (the original address of Li Yuan in Tang Dynasty)
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royal. This dance team was altered by Wei Gao, who is the military governor
of Jiannan, was kept in Tang’s court banquet programs. This dance performed
by composing characters. Dancers composed “南照奉圣” as they were dancing and singing. Through the historical record, no matter in playing, singing,
dancing, scene arrangement, overall structure or costume designing, this dance
communication achieved the top-level completely. After Nanzhao’s gave the
present, Biaoji Guo(present-day, Burma) brought “Biaoguo Music” to Tang’s
court. “Biaoguo Music” was the music and dancing related with showed Buddhism. Although it was welcome, it was still not accepted by Tang’s court banquet music and dance. This result reflects that Tang’s emperors did not absorb
foreign cultures blindly.
2.5. The masses love Dance
In the traditional festivals of Tang Dynasty, music and dancing activities
were very popular, especially on Spring Lantern Festival, the beginning of spring
ploughing or after autumn harvest. On that time, the most well-known dances
were “Tage” and “Poshui Huxi”, which was a water splashing dance. During Emperor Xuanzhong period, the imperial court organized a grand event with the
subjects of the kingdom on Spring Lantern Festival for three days. Several thousand people participated into “Tage”. The splendor of the occasion surpassed
anything heretofore seen. When the court held grand ceremony, the activity
that whole country celebrated the ceremony was named “Cifu”. One poetry
wrote: three hundred people are dancing together, the song is full of the sky.

Figure 10. A Rite and Ceremony on a New Year in Hanyuan Palace Hold by Emperor Xuanzong
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3. Conclusion
It promoted the ancient Chinese dance’s development that collision and
integration of the culture from east and west which was brought by Silk Road.
Chinese folk dance in High Tang Dynasty has following characters: A wide
variety, diversity, exquisite choreography technology and perfect music and
dance system. Tang Dynasty had won the honor in Chinese dancing history.
According to dance movement，the dances during the High Tang Dynasty can be classified into two kinds. One is Ruan Dancing, the other is Jian
Dancing. According to the function, they can be classified into performance
dancing, royal banquets dancing and sacrifice dancing. According to the performance technology, they can be divided into Siting Part Jiyue performers and
Standing Part Jiyue performers.
Based on “Xianghe Song” and “Xianghe Music” of Han Dynasty, it absorbed the elements of western dancing to create its own large dancing music.
The music is divided into three parts; there were “Sanxu”, “Zhongxu” and “Po”.
Each part was choreographed.
The emperors in Tang Dynasty paid attention on music- accompanied
dance. Emperor Xuanzong set an institute named “Li Yuan” for training professional talents. Yang Yuhuan and Mei Fei, the most favored concubines of Emperor
Xuanzong, and Xie Aman all are the typical royal dancer. The emperors were good
at absorbing dance and music elements from other countries. There were seven
dancing music came from western countries by silk road. The Chinese folk dance
in High Tang Dynasty is inclusive and has a complete system. It has both western
music and dance style and traditional central China’s style, which reflects emperors’ governing conceptions of swallowing anything and everything critically.
The economic basis determine superstructure. Precisely because of the
strong economic strength in High Tang Dynasty, the Chinese folk dance could
not only be used for politics, but also had esthetics value and artistry. Until the
High Tang Dynasy, Ancient Chinese folk dance development reached the apex
of its development. After Anshi Rebellion, the economy of Tang Dynasty was
recession; Land Silk Road was replaced by Maritime Silk Road gradually; Ancient Chinese folk dance development started retrogradation.
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